
Spatially enabling your organization’s data is the key to getting maximum value from the 

systems and information you already have and making it easy for users to interpret. 

For over 20 years, Pro-West clients have been seeing the benefits of integrating GIS with 
other business systems. Connecting systems that hold related information, and providing 

a visualization of that information on a map, allows users to easily and efficiently access 
all associated data. 

Many local governments find that integrating their systems is the stepping stone to 
growing their capabilities and expanding the benefits of location technology to the entire 

organization.

GIS System Integration
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“Once we had a solid foundation of good data, integration was the single most  

important success factor for our land records GIS transformation. Enabling key  

systems to “talk” to each other has enabled our GIS to act as the “front door” for all 
information about a property – whether the Assessor’s card, recorded documents, or tax 
information – through apps that anyone can use, regardless of GIS experience. Pro-West 
has enabled us to provide an invaluable service to citizens by integrating our systems with 
GIS.” 

– Tyson Fettes, Register of Deeds, Racine County

Complete picture of information 

for making robust decisions

Easy access in a single location 

to all related information

Easy to understand with map 
visualization

Enhance the value of existing 

technology and data

Reduce incoming queries, with 
user-friendly access to vital data

BENEFITS

Pro-West clients benefit from support at all stages of the integration process. Our experts 
will help identify the most valuable potential integration points and deliver a successful 
project right through to fully testing and documenting the completed integration. 

Pro-West has worked with its clients to integrate a wide range of systems with GIS:
• Tax

• Document imaging

• Pictometry aerial imagery

• Recorded property deeds

• Microsoft Office documents
• Partner organizations’ systems for collaboration

Pro-West has established relationships with many system vendors, including formal 
partnerships with TriMin Systems and Fidlar Technologies with whom we work to bring 
together GIS and property document systems in a single, easy-to-use interface. We look 
forward to working with your system vendor! 

To minimize the burden of coordinating multiple vendors, Pro-West collaborates directly 

with the third-party vendor whose system is being integrated with GIS, ensuring a seam-

less and efficient project.

Which Systems Should I Integrate?

Why Integrate?

See how Racine County has  
integrated its property document, tax 

and other business systems with GIS 
at racinecounty.com/gis


